
Scottsdale Plumber Announces Three New
Plumbing Services

Worldly Plumbing Scottsdale

Worldly Plumbing now offers Water Pipe Jetting, Plumbing
Camera Inspection, and Aquasana water filtration system
and softener installation.

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES, March 23,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- For those in need of plumbing
services in and around Scottsdale, Arizona, there's Worldly
Plumbing, LLC., who has just announced that they will be
offering three additional services for their customers.

The first of these services is Aquasana water filter
installation. Aquasana water filters can provide families and
individuals with clean, pure, salt-free water for their entire
home. Some of these systems can last for over 10 years,
ensuring that a home has all the clean water they could
need for many years.

Another new service being offered by Worldly Plumbing,
LLC. is sewer and drain line plumbing camera inspection. This involves running a video camera
through a home or business's sewer or drain pipes to check for damage, identify leak location, and
search for blockages.

When a clog is present, visual inspection via video camera helps technicians know what method is
needed to remove it. This helps prevent wasted time and materials, and avoids the risk of damaging
pipes caused by an accidental improper clog removal attempt.

The third and final new service being offered is high-pressure pipe jetting. A new technological
advance in the plumbing world, high-pressure pipe jetting allows plumbing technicians to thoroughly
clean out pipes of all clogs and debris. Unlike other clog removal services, high-pressure pipe jetting
uses only water which means there are no harsh chemicals that could end up hurting a home’s
occupants or getting into the environment. Another benefit of this service is that it ensures pipes are
cleaned out in areas that ordinary cleaning methods simply cannot reach.

These three new services are in addition to the numerous plumbing services already offered by
Worldly Plumbing, LLC., including remodeling, re-piping, and plumbing repairs. Owner Jeremy
Frederick states, "With these new additions of Aquasana water filtration, water pipe jetting cleaning,
and plumbing camera inspection, Worldly Plumbing continues to be the plumber Scottsdale residents
rely on for clean and healthy water."

For more information and to receive a free quote on any of these services, give them a call at (480)
986-2300.

Jeremy Frederick
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